Introduction
Fifteen years of psychological experiments have firmly established the fact that sound inferences can be defeated by the provision of additional information: A conclusion C that has been derived from a set of beliefs B can be retracted upon the arrival of some additional premise A. 1 Psychological research has focused in particular on four basic arguments which usually are referred to as conditional reasoning arguments. While researchers may have different theoretical takes on how this reasoning operates, a wide consensus obtains about a Core Pattern of results, to which we will return shortly; in a nutshell, the two conditional arguments that are deductively valid are defeated by 'disabling conditions', whereas the two invalid ones are defeated by 'alternative causes' (or 'alternative antecedents').
1 It is unclear whether these experiments demonstrate the nonmonotonic nature of human reasoning, in the technical sense, and we will thus avoid using that term (we are indebted to an anonymous referee for warning us against that possible confusion). Strictly speaking, reasoning is nonmonotonic when a valid inference can be turned invalid with the provision of new information. Psychological experiments rather defeat a conclusion by manipulating the credibility of the premises that if true would lead to that conclusion. It will be clear later in this article that such is the approach we adopt to our own results.
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In this article we will prove this consensus somewhat hasty, as we will show how to obtain, in some specific circumstances, a complete reversal of this pattern of results, elaborating theoretically and experimentally on a result obtained by Cummins (1995) . Drawing on linguistics and philosophical logic, we will propose a clear pattern of relationships between two types of ʹinferentialʹ conditionals (which will be defined), two kinds of defeaters (rebutting and undercutting), and two categories of conditional arguments (deductively valid and deductively invalid). We begin however with a presentation of the Core Pattern of results, listing some of the many publications that support it.
Psychological Background: The Core Pattern of Results
Two distinct yet interwoven experimental paradigms have addressed the question of how conditional inferences can be 'suppressed', or, as we will also write, how the conclusions of conditional arguments can be defeated. Both paradigms have also made use of the notions of disabling conditions and alternative causes borrowed from the literature on causality.
Consider the causal relation between eating a lot of candy (the cause) and having cavities (the effect). A factor that makes it possible for the effect to be absent whilst the cause is present is a disabling condition to this relation:
Superb dental hygiene is a disabling condition to the relation between candy and cavities. Comparably, a factor that makes it possible for the effect to be present whilst the cause is absent is an alternative cause (or alternative condition): Abysmal dental hygiene is an alternative cause of cavities, independent of compulsive candy eating.
The first paradigm (henceforth the overt paradigm) has focused on the effect of introducing overtly a cue to the existence of disabling conditions or alternative causes on the endorsement rate of MP, MT, DA and AC from a major conditional premise. The cue has traditionally taken the form of an additional conditional statement such as (2) below which, added to an MP argument whose premises are (1) and (3), yields Byrne's (1989) well-known library example:
(1) If she has an essay to write then she will study late in the library;
(2) If the library stays open then she will study late in the library; DEFEASIBLE CONDITIONAL REASONING 5 (3) She has an essay to write.
Premise (2) is a cue to the existence of a disabling condition (i.e., the library not staying open late) to the relation between having an essay to write and working late at the library. When premise (2) is introduced alongside premises (1) and (3), the endorsement rate of the MP conclusion 'she will study late at the library' drops dramatically.
From Rumain, Connell, and Braine (1983) to Politzer (2005) , through numerous replications and extensions (Bonnefon & Hilton, 2002; Chan & Chua, 1994; Dieussaert, Schaeken, Schroyens, & d'Ydewalle, 2000; Manktelow & Fairley, 2000; Politzer & Bourmeau, 2002; Stevenson & Over, 1995 -see also Bonnefon & Hilton, 2004; Oaksford & Chater, 2003) , it has been established that cueing to the existence of a disabling condition decreases confidence in the conclusion of the valid MP and MT arguments ('she will study late in the library' in the example above). And similarly, cueing to the existence of an alternative condition decreases confidence in the invalid conclusions of the AC and DA arguments. That is, borrowing another standard example from Byrne (1989) , for an AC argument whose premises are (4) and (6), adding premise (5) below decreases the rate of endorsement of the conclusion 'she has an essay to write') :
(4) If she has an essay to write then she will study late in the library; DEFEASIBLE CONDITIONAL REASONING 6 (5) If she has some textbooks to read then she will study late in the library; (6) She will study late in the library.
Those results have found echo in a large number of studies conducted within a second paradigm, which we call the covert paradigm, which aims at demonstrating that disablers and alternatives have an effect on conditional inferences even when the reasoner is not overtly reminded about them.
From Cummins, Lubart, Alksnis, and Rist (1991) to De Neys, Schaeken, and d'Ydewalle (2003) , numerous studies (e.g., Cummins, 1995; De Neys, Schaeken, and d'Ydewalle, 2002; Markovits, 1986; Markovits & Quinn, 2002; Quinn & Markovits, 1998; Thompson, 1994 Thompson, ,1995 have demonstrated that (a) the higher the tendency for a conditional to evoke alternative conditions, the lower the endorsement rate of DA and AC, and (b) the higher the tendency for a conditional to evoke disabling conditions, the lower the endorsement rate of MP and MT. For example, DA and AC arguments have lower endorsement rates of their conclusion with a major premise such as 'if Mary jumped into the swimming pool then she got wet' (many alternative causes) than with 'if Joe cut his finger then it bled' (few alternative causes).
Similarly, MP and MT arguments have lower endorsement rates of their conclusion with the rule 'if the match was struck then it lit' (many disabling DEFEASIBLE CONDITIONAL REASONING 7 conditions) than with 'if the gong was struck then it sounded' (few disabling conditions). Nevertheless, an important twist to the Core Pattern is due to Cummins (1995) , though it has not yet received the attention it deserves. She claimed that, in the causal domain, alternative causes cast doubt on the necessity of the cause for bringing about the effect, and that disabling conditions cast doubt on the sufficiency of the cause. Clearly, this analysis depends only on the identification of the cause and of the effect, and is therefore independent of the syntactic form of the causal rule. Cummins thus predicted that should a rule following the standard 'if cause, then effect' form (e.g., 'if the brake was depressed, then the car slowed down') be This prediction was clearly supported by the results of an experiment that used the covert paradigm. We believe that these results call for further investigation, both experimental and conceptual.
Experimentally, one has to make sure that Cummins' results are not limited to the covert paradigm. One question that the present study will address is whether the results also obtain for the overt paradigm; only in case of a positive answer could the result be considered robust, albeit still limited to causality. The other question that will be addressed is whether the same results obtain for relationships other than causal.
Theoretically, it will be shown that Cummins' (1995; Cummins, Lubart, Alksnis, & Rist, 1991) conceptualization in terms of disablers and alternatives on the one hand, and the use of reversed conditionals on the DEFEASIBLE CONDITIONAL REASONING 9 other hand can be linked with work in philosophical logic and in linguistics, respectively, which will shed new light on the use and nature of conditional arguments. We begin with Pollock's speculations on the two ways to defeat a valid argument.
Philosophical Background: Two Routes to Defeasible Reasoning
Pollock ( Alongside rebutting defeaters, Pollock (1987) defined undercutting defeaters. Undercutting defeaters do not attack the conclusion C itself, but rather the connection between A and C. An undercutting defeater D is a reason for denying that A would not be true unless C were true. Pollockʹs example is the following: Some object looks red to you (A), which is a reason to believe that it is red (C). But you discover that it is illuminated by red light (D). D is a defeater, because you no longer have solid ground to believe that the object is red. It is not a rebutting defeater, for the object being illuminated by red light is not a reason to believe that it is not red -rather, it is the claim that the object would not look red unless it were red that is DEFEASIBLE CONDITIONAL REASONING 11 refuted by the fact that the object is illuminated by red light. D is thus an undercutting defeater.
Undercutting defeaters bear some striking resemblance to alternative causes: Being illuminated by red light is indeed an alternative cause for looking red, besides being red. Thus, Pollock's example of undercutting defeat illustrates how an alternative cause can defeat, not an invalid argument as exhibited in the Core Pattern, but a valid one, namely Modus Ponens. Indeed, MP applied to premises (7) and (8) below would lead to the conclusion 'the object is red', yet this conclusion would be defeated by introducing the alternative cause featured in the antecedent of premise (9): (7) If an object looks red, then it is red; (8) This object looks red; (9) If an object is illuminated by red light, then it looks red. Now, the key element of Pollock's example appears to be the peculiar nature of the conditional statement in (7). Although this statement contains the cause and the effect of a causal relation, it is not framed in a standard 'if cause then effect' form, nor does it express such a relation. Rather, it is framed in the reversed conditional form, the one used by Cummins (1995) .
Philosophical logic thus provides independent theoretical justification for the need to consider how reversed conditionals can reverse the Core Pattern DEFEASIBLE CONDITIONAL REASONING 12 of psychological results. However, there is more to say about these reversed conditionals when one adopts a linguistic point of view.
Linguistic Background: Inferential Conditionals
As we have just pointed out, the conditional in (7) is not an expression of causality. Causal conditionals have a cause as their antecedent and its effect as their consequent (e.g., 'If an object is red, then it looks red'), and not the opposite like in (7). Linguists would actually qualify the conditional in (7) as an example of epistemic conditional (Dancygier, 1998; Sweetser, 1990) or, in another terminology, of inferential conditional (Dancygier, 1993) Inferential conditionals express that knowledge of the truth of the propositional content of the antecedent allows the speaker to infer the truth of the propositional content of the consequent (with an appropriate degree of confidence). Elaborating on Werth (1997), we distinguish two types of inferentials, which we will now consider in turn: (a) necessary-epistemic conditionals, which appear to work as a compacted Modus Ponens In all these examples, knowledge of the truth of the antecedent is assumed by the speaker, and confidence in the conclusion reaches certainty (providing there is no rebutter, but this is not yet our concern). In (10) the practical notion that someone with an alibi cannot be the murderer is directly applied to clear Harry with certainty. In (11) knowledge of a causal law is applied to explain an event which follows with practical certainty.
Finally in (12) knowledge of Julie's means to reach her aim warrants her to be in the library.
In brief, these inferential conditionals are some kind of compacted Modus Ponens used to deliver certain conclusions. They can be paraphrased in at least two characteristic ways: (a) by adding 'obviously' or 'necessarily' in the consequent after 'then', or (b) by adding 'cannot' to negative consequents, (e.g., 'if Harry has an alibi, then he cannot be the murderer') and 'must' to positive consequents (e.g., 'if the brake was depressed then the car must have slowed down'). In that case, 'must' has a necessity reading. (10') If Harry is not the murderer (then) he has an alibi; (11') If the car slowed down (then) the brake was depressed;
(12') If Julie is in the library (then) she has a presentation to prepare.
It is essential to note the uncertain status of the truth of the consequent, given knowledge of the truth of the antecedent. In (10'), upon knowing that Harry is not the murderer, one has good reason to believe that he provided an alibi, although one may have no alibi while being innocent, hopefully. In (11'), putting on the brake is the most likely reason for slowing down, although not the only possible one. In (12'), knowledge of Julie's habits may suggest that preparing a presentation is the best justification for her being in the library but this does not exclude other possible reasons.
As earlier, a paraphrase of these sentences can be obtained in several ways. One is to insert 'it means that' in the consequent after (or better, instead of) 'then'. This paraphrasing is the main characterization of this type of inferential conditional. Another way is to nuance confidence in the consequent by an appropriate modal: possibly, probably, etc. Yet another way is to add, as earlier, the word 'must' in the consequent -yet it is essential to note that in the present case, 'must' does not take a necessity reading, but a possibility reading; it serves the same purpose as the second DEFEASIBLE CONDITIONAL REASONING 15 paraphrasing device, namely to communicate that the consequent cannot be inferred to be certainly true. In brief, with this second variety of inferential conditional, knowledge of the truth of the antecedent warrants some degree of belief in the consequent.
We have distinguished two types of inferential conditionals which are dual to each other: Necessary-epistemic conditionals lead the speaker to infer the consequent as certain, usually presupposing the truth of their antecedent. They belong to demonstrative inference. Possible-epistemic conditionals lead the speaker to infer the consequent with some level of confidence. They belong to the domain of non demonstrative inference. We have noticed that necessary-epistemic conditionals work as some sort of compacted Modus Ponens; we defer to the general discussion a similar characterization of possible-epistemic conditionals. We will now reconsider Pollock's example of undercutting defeat and Cummin's (1995) results in light of the distinction we have just introduced, and derive from there the experimental predictions that we will test in this article.
Theoretical Integration and Experimental Predictions
We can now re-qualify Pollock's example (7) as a possible-epistemic inferential conditional featuring a causal relationship. Thus, Cummins' DEFEASIBLE CONDITIONAL REASONING 16 experimental manipulation (that switched the cause-effect conditional into its reversed formulation), and Pollock's definition of undercutting defeaters for MP (by way of using a conditional that reverses the cause-effect direction) concur to the same result: Valid arguments such as MP can be defeated by undercutting defeaters (alternative causes) when they operate on possible-epistemic inferential conditionals featuring causal relationships.
Interestingly, while Cummins' interest is explicitly in causal reasoning, Pollock did not set for himself such limits; yet his example belongs to this domain, presumably because causal reasoning together with the conditional rules that are used to express it, are prototypical of defeasible reasoning. Obviously, it is not exclusive, which is why in what follows we will use Pollock's more neutral terminology (rebutters and undercutters) rather than Cummins' more causality-laden terms (disablers and alternative causes).
Indeed, it should be clear from the examples given in the previous section that possible-epistemic inferentials are not limited to causal relations.
The linguistic framework we have introduced suggests that the transformation from necessary-to possible-epistemic inferential (by switching antecedent and consequent) can apply to a variety of relationships. In what follows, we will only consider one of them, namely DEFEASIBLE CONDITIONAL REASONING 17 the means-end relationship, as it has often been chosen in the psychological literature. We are now in a position to spell out our hypotheses:
Using the overt paradigm, when a possible-epistemic causal conditional is used as major premise of a conditional reasoning argument, we predict that introducing an undercutter will decrease the confidence in the conclusion of MP (P1) and of MT (P2), not affect the confidence in the conclusion of AC (P3) and of DA (P4). We predict that introducing a rebutter will not affect the confidence in the conclusion of MP (P5), and of MT (P6), and decrease the confidence in the conclusion of AC (P7) and of DA (P8).
This set of eight predictions generalizes Cummin's results to the overt paradigm.
Besides, still using the overt paradigm, we predict that the same pattern will obtain when a possible-epistemic means-end conditional is used as the major premise of a conditional reasoning argument (hypotheses P1' to P8'). This additional set of eight predictions is a further generalization from causal to non-causal possible-epistemic inferential conditionals. Thus, a MP argument in the Undercutter experimental group, featuring the second means-end content, would be formed from premises (M2), (UM2), and 'Sophie takes swimming lessons'; the conclusion to evaluate would be 'she wants to learn swimming'.
Likewise, an AC argument in the Rebutter experimental group, featuring the first causal content, would be formed from premises (C1), (RC1), and 'there is a storm nearby'; the conclusion to evaluate would be 'there is snow on the TV screen'. Each argument was introduced as a conversation between several persons, which were said to be well informed on the focal character in the argument (i.e., Julie, Marie, or Sophie) -the TV scenario was introduced as a conversation between roommates about the TV of their neighbour, the various technical problems of which they were well informed of.
Participants in the control group had to solve standard arguments.
See the Appendix for a detailed example of how a Modus Ponens argument appeared in each experimental group.
In all three groups, participants had to express their confidence in the conclusion of the argument on a 7-point scale, according to the following guidelines: '1' means the conclusion is certainly false, '2' that it is much more DEFEASIBLE CONDITIONAL REASONING 21 likely to be false than to be true, '3' that it is slightly more likely to be false than to be true, '4' that it is as likely to be false as to be true, '5' that it is slightly more likely to be true than to be false, '6' that it is much more likely to be true than to be false, and '7' that it is certainly true.
Procedure Participants were approached in several public places in
Paris. Only native French speakers were asked for their participation. The experiment was introduced as a research on reasoning. Participants were told they had to solve four simple problems, which did not include any trick question. They were also told that commonsense was enough to answer the questions, and that they shall not fear to give a seemingly obvious answer, for even obvious answers were of interest to the experimenter. Table 1 displays the mean and standard deviation of the distributions of answers to the four arguments, as a function of Rule and Defeater. All the statistical treatments we will report treat participants' answers as ordinal rankings on a 7-point scale. Nevertheless, before we rush to conclusions regarding our general hypothesis, we need to control for some pragmatic interference in the data.
Results and Discussion
Experiment 1 introduced undercutters and rebutters in the conditional phrasing that dates back to Rumain et al. (1983) and Byrne (1989) . However, as it has been stressed out on a number of occasions (e.g., Bonnefon & Hilton, 2002; Politzer,2005; Politzer & Bourmeau, 2002; Politzer & Braine, 1991; Stevenson & Over, 1995) , this conditional phrasing requires reasoners to compute an implicature to the effect that the undercutter (or the rebutter) it contains in its antecedent may be actual (or active). This pragmatic complication of the task may cause some noise in the data, as we cannot control for the proportion of participants who did not generate the implicature but would have integrated the undercutter or the rebutter into their reasoning, had it been introduced in a more straightforward way.
Therefore, we saw a need to run a pragmatically simplified version of No data collection was actually conducted with respect to the control group, as (a) the control condition was in every respect similar to the control condition in Experiment 1, and (b) participants in Experiment 2 were recruited from the same general population as participants in Experiment 1; thus, the data from the control group in Experiment 1 were re-used in Experiment 2.
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The materials used in Experiment 2 were similar in every respect to the materials used in Experiment 1, except for the phrasing of rebutters and undercutters, which became: (RC1') It is not certain that the TV set is on, (RC2') It is not certain that Marie has an answering machine, (RM1') It is not certain that the library is open, (RM2') It is not certain that Sophie has time for swimming lessons, (UC1') The aerial might be unplugged, (UC2') Marie might have been filtering her calls, (UM1') Julie might have some books to borrow, (UM2') Sophie might have a crush on the swimming instructor.
7.1.3 Procedure. Procedure was the same as in Experiment 1. Results of Experiment 2 give very strong support to our general hypotheses, as, of 16 experimental predictions, only prediction P8 was not corroborated by the results.
Results and Discussion

General Discussion
The results of the experiments show that Cummins' (1995) observation that one can reverse the Core Pattern of defeasible inferences in causal conditional reasoning is robust, as this observation was made initially with the covert paradigm, and we extended it to the overt paradigm. We also tested this reversion beyond the causal domain, namely for means-end rules, and found that it is not limited to causal rules. This is consistent with results already reported in the literature with standard (non-inferential) conditional rules. In some of the studies already mentioned, the role of rebutters and undercutters has been established with non causal rules: Permission and DEFEASIBLE CONDITIONAL REASONING 29 precaution (Thompson, 1995) ; promises, tips, warnings, threats, intentional, temporal, obligation, prediction (Newstead et al., 1997; Evans & TwymanMusgrove, 1998; Dieussaert, Schaeken, & d'Ydewalle, 2002) .
In brief, a wide variety of relationships gives rise to conclusion retraction in conditional reasoning, and it can be considered as established that this phenomenon is not limited to causality. One can conclude that Cummins' observation seems to be but one case of a more general phenomenon which finds an explanation in Pollock's view of defeaters, a conceptualization which extends beyond the causal domain.
At a descriptive level, this means that people are responsive to logical necessity and sufficiency as well as to causal necessity and sufficiency. Like disablers and alternatives for causal relationships, rebutters and undercutters modulate the degree of necessity and sufficiency of various relationships, including relations of causality. The essential point made by
Cummins, which we have confirmed and extended, revolves around the intrinsic definition of defeaters for a given conditional rule, which explains why turning one type of inferential into the other one (e.g., necessaryepistemic into possible-epistemic) preserves the defeaters' effect.
So far, we have not concerned ourselves with the mechanism by which defeaters affect belief in the conclusion. Several approaches to the suppression of sound inferences can be found in the literature mentioned DEFEASIBLE CONDITIONAL REASONING 30 earlier. According to the mental model approach, the key factor is the existence of a counterexample to the conclusion of the argument (Byrne, Espino & Santamaría, 1999) ; but it has been shown that this approach cannot explain participantsʹ responses in the variant of the overt paradigm that consists of a production task (Politzer, 2005) . Even more crucially, it has been argued that it cannot explain participantsʹ systematic allocation of degrees of belief to the conclusion as a function of the credibility of the premises in both paradigms (Politzer & Bourmaud, 2002) .
A different approach to conditional reasoning has been developed in the past few years based on Bayesian theory (Liu, Lo & Wu, 1996; Oaksford, Chater & Larkin, 2000) ; this seems to provide an appropriate conceptual tool to study the suppression of inferences, to the extent that this suppression stems from the probabilistic nature of the premises. In line with this approach, the hypothesis that the credibility of natural language conditionals is evaluated by the conditional probability of the consequent given the antecedent has gained much support (Evans, Handley & Over, 2003; Oberauer & Wilhelm, 2003; . We will briefly show that the present results are compatible with an approach that accommodates Bayesian revision within formal rule theory. We will focus on the MP case which is the most fundamental, and consider rebutters first.
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It is easy to show that, as the probability of a rebutterʹs being present or active increases, the conditional probability of the major premise decreases. The non-occurrence (or the non-satisfaction) of a rebutter R being a necessary condition for the consequent C of the conditional to occur, it is always the case that:
Moreover, considering that:
And that:
It follows that:
Thus, when P(A) is constant, the conditional probability of C being true given that A is true can only decrease as the probability of the rebutter increases. Rebutters act by decreasing the conditional probability of the major premise, and therefore, according to the view under consideration, by decreasing the credibility of this major premise.
One might object that since P(C) is always inferior to P(not-R), the decrease in the belief of the MP conclusion C is confounded with that of the DEFEASIBLE CONDITIONAL REASONING 32
conditional if A, C, and the former factor is a more direct explanation of the suppression of MP than the latter factor. This is correct, but it will not do for MT, whose conclusion not-A does not depend straightforwardly on R. 
Considering that if
It can be shown (see Benferhat, Cayrac, Dubois, & Prade, 1996 , for a complete demonstration) that this inequality is formally equivalent to:
Now, under the hypothesis that no other reason than A or U is relevant in the context to the realisation of C, that is, that one at least of A or U must be true when C is true, this last inequality trivially holds: The left term is DEFEASIBLE CONDITIONAL REASONING 33 null since C excludes not-A & not-U, so that the conditional probability of C given not-A and not-U is null, and the second term is strictly positive from the definition of both A and U as reasons that can make C happen. This kind of causal structure is known in Artificial Intelligence as 'explaining away' (Pearl, 1988) . In such a structure, if two factors A and U are probabilistically independent, they will become negatively correlated when conditioned on an event C. Similarly, in the present case, learning U weakens the probability of A conditioned on C.
In conclusion, we have seen that rebutters act by decreasing the credibility of the major conditional; they do this by weakening the sufficiency of its antecedent for the consequent to occur. Undercutters act in a different manner: Although they also act by decreasing the credibility of the major conditional, they do so by weakening the necessity of its consequent. In agreement with Pollock (1987) they can act so radically as to give a reason to deny the conditional altogether by replacing it with an alternative conditional. However, our conclusion is slightly at variance with his characterization of how rebutters act: He argued that they affect directly the conclusion of the argument, whereas our analysis, which includes the case of MT arguments, leads us to conclude that rebutters affect the conditional (as undercutters do, but by a different mechanism).
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We remarked earlier that necessary-epistemic inferentials are linked to demonstrative inference, whereas possible-epistemic inferentials are linked to non demonstrative inference. While the former constitute some kind of reduced Modus Ponens, we now propose a parallel characterization for the latter. Consider the sentences from (10) to (12) and from (10') to (12') above. Whereas a necessary-epistemic inferential can be regarded as the embedding of the minor premise and the conclusion of an MP argument within an 'if…then' frame, a possible-epistemic inferential can be regarded as the embedding of the minor premise and the conclusion of an AC argument, of which the virtual major premise would be the associated conception of the role of AC (which he designated by the term of abduction in his early writings) has been theoretically decisive, but has had little impact among psychologists.
Yet, inferring from a fact F to a reason for F, which is pervasive in daily life, can be described by the search for a conditional relation 'if R then F', yielding R as a plausible reason that explains F.
It is therefore no wonder that the use of the two fundamental arguments by which people draw inferences to particular (or singular)
propositions, namely MP and AC, can be linguistically signalled to an interlocutor by a special device, which is what the two varieties of inferential conditionals consist in. That is, an inferential conditional can be put to two uses, both of which exploit the same general fundamental property of conditional sentences, namely licence MP: One (in the necessary-epistemic case) to make a deductive inference by a 'compacted' MP (if cause then effect, where cause is affirmed and effect is inferred); the other, more subtly (in the possible-epistemic case), to make an abductive inference by a hidden 'compacted' AC argument in the guise of an MP argument (if effect then
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cause, where effect is affirmed and cause is inferred), which is made possible by the fundamental property just reminded. Thus, human abductive reasoning can be performed by the exploitation of a formally entirely deductive derivation, but one in which a premise is uncertain, that is, a plausible reasoning process (defined as the use of a deductively valid argument in which at least one premise is uncertain).
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As an example of the problems involved in the experimental task, we detail in this appendix how the premises of a given Modus Ponens argument appeared in each of the experimental group in Experiment 1. In the three groups, the conclusion to be evaluated was 'Sophie wants to learn swimming'.
Control group
If Sophie takes swimming lessons, then she wants to learn swimming;
Sophie takes swimming lessons.
Undercutter group
If Sophie has a crush on the swimming instructor then she takes swimming lessons;
Rebutter group
If Sophie has some spare time, she takes swimming lessons;
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